Tooth Fairy Pillow

Pattern Level: Easy
Finished size: 7"x6"
Seam Allowance: 1/4" used throughout.
Read directions carefully before beginning to cut.

Materials Needed:
Three coordinating fat quarters pieces:
A-Large print
B-Small print
C-Coordinating print
Scrap of muslin for head
Fiberfill for heart pillow
Batting for wings
1/8" ribbon for bow
Black Pigma pen 01 for face
Berol Blush Pink 928 pencil for face
Thread, marking pencil, scissors, pinking shears, sewing machine, needle, fabric, glue

Instructions:

1. Print out Project Sheet Figures 1 through 4. Trace pattern pieces onto tracing paper. Cut out.
2. Cut out large heart from fabric A and set aside. See Figure 1. Cut out small heart from fabric B. See Figure 2. Sew small heart with right sides together, leaving an opening for turning. Clip curves, turn to right side and press.
3. Zigzag stitch small heart to front piece of large heart. See Figure 1. Leave a small opening at top for the tooth. See Figure 1. With right sides together, sew large heart together, leaving an opening for turning. Clip curves, turn to right side, stuff with Fiberfill and sew opening closed.
4. Cut out wings from fabric C. See Figure 4. Cut out head from muslin. See Figure 3. For the HEAD and WINGS, the fabric will be WRONG SIDES together when sewn. Sandwich a piece of batting between the two pieces of the wings. Sew on sew line and cut out with pinking shears. Sew together head on sew line, leave small opening for stuffing. Clip up to sew line, creating small strips of fabric for the hair. Make face with Pigma pen and add blush with Berol pencil. See Figure 3. Stuff head. Stitch head to top center of heart, matching seams. Tack wings to back of heart pillow.
5. Make bow-tie and glue to center of neck.
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While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this pattern, we are not responsible for printing errors or the way in which individual work varies.